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Introduction
In this palier we study a class of neutral functio
nal differential equations which arises from a coupled sys
tem of differential-difference and ordinary diff erence equa
tions that occur in various applications, as electrical cir
cuits with lossless transmision lines, [11 . In [101, [151 is
studied the stability of such system and in [131 are given -
conditions for the existence of periodic solutions. In this
paper, we consider a nonlinear system with a small parame--
ter and we study the existente of periodic solutions when -
the corresponding linear system can have periodic solutions
(critical case) . This is done by applying the method of Ha-
le [5,61 and its extension to delay diferential equations -
(see [141) to the neutral equations obtained from the coupled
system after taking into account the results of [101 .
l . Notation and summary of known results
Let En be a complex n-dimensional linear vector
space with norm 1 .1 and let r be a fixed positive number.
C = C
	
( [ - r, o 1, En) is the space of continuous functions
1 : [-r, 0 1 --~ En	withnorm I~¡= sup~ ~(9)1 :9r, o1 ~~
Suppose D, L are bounded linear operators from
C to En , 0
= H f(0) - f [dl+ (A)~~ (9)
-r
0
L ( 1 ) = f
-r
[d 1 (9)]f (8)
where
	
li is an n x n matrix, det li =~ 0, rt , ~ are n x n matrix
Functions of. bounded variation on [- r, 0] with M nonatomic
at zero . We assume N has no singular part.
If. x is a continuous function mapping [a'- r, )
into En, then for any tE[0,w) we define xt in C by - -
xt (9) = x (t + A ) ,9E[-r, 0] . An autonomous linear homoge- -
neous neutral funtional differential equation (N F D E ) is -
defined to be
d
dt D(xt
) = L (xt )
A solution x = x (¢) of (1 .].) through a point
JE C at t = 0 is a continuous function taking [-r, A), -
A> 0, into En such that xo = f, D(xt ) is continuously di--
fferentiable on [0, A) and equation (1 .1) is sati,sfied on -
this interval . It is proved in [2,4] that there is a unique
solution x(~) through and x(1) (t) is continuous in (t, f b
If. the transformation T(t) : C -+C is defined by -
T(t) ~ = xt (1), then it is shown in [11] that 1 T(t ), t>,0 } -
is a strongly continuous semigroup of linear operators with
the infinitesimal generator A : -9(A) -r C, A ( 9) _ ( 9 ), -
and the spectrum 0'(A) of A consist of those X which satisfy
det
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0 0
Of%) = 0, a(ñ) -_ ñH _~J ee d~(9) _ J é6 dj(9_r -r
The fundamental matrix solution of (1 .1) is defi-
ned to be the n x n matrix solution of the equation
t
D(Xt ) = I +J L ( X) ds, t> 0
0
s
0 , -rc9<0
Xo (0) 0
(1 .6)
	
xt-X
o G(t) = T(t-r)[f -XoG(C)]+
t t
+JT T(t-s)XoF(s)ds- Je.(ds T(t-s)XoIG(s)
for t>r, f E C, where it is always understood that the inte
grals in (1 .6) are actually an integrals in En.
Formula (1 .6) suggert the change of variables
xt- Xo G(t) = zt, f -Xo G(T) =
from C - P C . If this is done, equation (1 .6 ) becomes
t t
(1 .7) z =T (t-T)t+ f T (t-s)X F(s)ds- f [d s T(t-s),XJG(s) .t T o
Definition 1 .1 . The operator D is said to be stable if the-
re is a -4 > 0 such that all roots of the equations det D (e x . I) = 0
stisfy ReÁ<-a .
If D(+) = Hj(0) - M«-r), then D is stable if the
roots of the polynomial equation det (H -PM) = 0 sátisfy -
An important property of equation (1 .1) when D is
stable is the following (see [3]) : If D is stable, then -
there is a constant aD < 0 such that for any a > aD, there -
are only a finite nimber of roots of det (j(ñ) = 0 with - -
Reñ) a .
Let D be stable. If A = t ~ : det á (X) = 0, Re X >. 0 },
thenA is a finite set and it is follows from [11] that the
space C can be descomposed as C = P 49 Q, where P, Q are -
subspaces of C invariant under T(t), the space P is finite
dimensional and corresponda to the initial values of all -
those solutions of (1 .1) which are of the form p(t)ext , -
where p(t) is a polynomial in t and ÁEA. If í is a basis
for P then for every +E P there exista a vector aE E such
that +=í a . En this case, we can define T(t)+= l eBta, -
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If
	
F, G : [0, ~) --~ En are continuous, a nonhoimo- :
geneous linear N F D E is defined as
(1 .3) dt
ID
(xt)-G(t»=
L(xt)+ F(t) .
A solution through f at t = T of (1 .3) is defi-
ned as before and is known to exist on [o'-r, co) .
The variation of constants formula for (1 .3) (see
[9]) states that the solution of (1 .3) through (r, f) is gi-
ven by
t t+
(1 .4) x(t) = T(t-( - ) 1(0) +fue X(t-s)F(s)ds- f. [ds X(t-s)]G(s)-G(r),
for t>l T, where X is the fundamental matrix solution given
by (1 .2) . Equation (1 .4) can be written as
(1 .5) x(t) -X(o)G(t)=T(t-Q»)~(0)-X(t-T)G(T)
t t
for t>,('.
Now, let P C be the space of functions taking -
[- r,0] into E
n which are uniformly continuous on E- r.0) and
may be discontinuous at zero . With the matrix X as defined0
before, it is clear that PC= C + ( X0 ), where (X0 ) is the - -
span of X0 ; that is
any1,EP C is given as ^+ = 1+ X0 b, 1 E C,
n
bEE . We make P C a normed vector space by defining the
norm 1+1= max{/41, b) .
Let us define xt (~ ) = T (t) ~ , where fiEP C and -
x(^r) is the solution of (1 .1) through +. The operator - -
T(t) : P C -a (functions on [-r, 0] ) is linear, but T(t) does
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not take P C --j P C . It is an extension of the original semi
group T.(t) on C . If we use this notation, then the variation
of constants formula (1 .5) can be written as
where
	
B is an n x n gtatrix defined by Aí =f B. The spectrum
of B is A .
If C is decomposed by n as C = P G Q then equa--
tion (1 .6) is equivalent to
t
xt- Xp G(t) = T(t-T)C,~P- XpG(Q')]+ f.. T(t-s)XpF(s)ds -
- fr [ds T(t-s)XP]G(s)0
where the superscrits P and Q designate the projections of -
the correspondine functions onto the subspaces P and Q, res-
pectively, and they can be determined by means of adjoint di-
fferential equation to (1 .1), see (111 .
2 . The linear problem
t
xt- XQ G(t) = T(t-~)[¢Q- XQ G(c)J + fT
T(t-s) XQ F(s)ds -
t
(ds T(t-s)XQG(S)01
In this section, we consider the system
a) z(t) = A1x(t)+A2y(t-r)
b) y(t)-A 3x(t)+A4y(t-r)=0
where x, y are n-vector and all matrices are constants . For
any aEEn ,--tEC, one can define a solution of (2 .1) with -
initial value x(o) = a, y = ^~ . If we define, C = C ([-r, 0], En )0
(2 .2)
D 1 L 1
D, L : En x C ---->
En x n' D
=[D L - 02
7
t
D 1 (a, -t)= a
D2 (a,^f) ='f(0) - A 3 a - A4
L 1 (a,°%) = Ala+A2 +(-r) 65
then equation (2,1) is a special case of the N F D E
(2 .3)
d
dt
and one obtain the system (2,1) by requiring that
is a strcngly continuous semigroupo The infinitesimal gene-
_estor e of T (+) í_-
0 0
D (x (t ),
	
yt ) = L (x (t ), yt )
D2 (a,^%)= 0
Equátion (2-3) defines a semigroup T(t) on E
n
x C , If we de-
fine (EnxC)0 = «a,t)EEnxC : D2(a,^f)=0} then (EnxC)0 can
be considered as a Banach spacee Furthermose, for any - -
(a, -+)E(E
n
xC)0, the solution of (2,3) through (a,-t) will -
be in (Enx C)0 since it corresponds to
the solution of (2 .1)
through(a,-t)o Consequently,
T (t)
def
T (t) ( , (E
n.
C) -~
(En. C )
0 0 0n 1(E x C)0
nitesimal generator of T(t)¿One shows that
T(A0 )=Ii1E4: :
Observe that
= A l where A is the infi
¡(Enx C)
0
~
I-A 1
det~(ñ)=0}, o (ñ) = -A
3
a I 0 a 0 0 a
D(a ,^~.
~(O) -A3a - A4 Y(-r) -A3	I ^Y(0 ) 0 A4^¡'(-r)
def= H ~(O) -M 4(-r )
a A1 0 a ío A
L(a,~) -- -Y(O )-A 3a-A4~,(-r) 0 0 .~((0) + 0 0
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d-f
Ni (0) + P ~(-r)o
-A
2
e Á r
I-A,eXr
duli less than 1, then D is stable .
trix solution X(t) of (2 .3) as
If
	
X =(X11 X121 ~ _where Xi ., i, j = 1 9 2 1 are n x n matri
21 22 j _
ces, then X must be a solution of (2.3) with the initial -
data specified above . Therefore, the matrices X, . must sa--
1sJ
tisfy
(2.4)
Notice that (2 .4 a) implies X11 , X21 are solutions of (2 .1) .
The functions X12, X22 do not satisfy (2 .1 b) . This implies
that the variation of X(t) satisfies the system (2.1) .
Using Laplace transform or the same type of argu--
ments as in Hale () pag . 303, one can prove the following
Lemma 2.1 . If the eigenvalues of A4 have moduliless than 1
and all roots of det á (ñ) = 0 satisfy Reñ<-d<0, then -
there are positive constants K, o( such that
Ix11 (t)1, 1x21(t)ls I
X
ij
(t)j_4 Ke C(ts a .e t>,0, i,j=1,2 .
Now we consider the nonhomogeneous system
(2 .5)
Thus, if the eigenvalues of the matrix A4 have mo-
Al so, from (1 .2) . we can define the fundamental ma
fI 0
X(9) = H 1o (A
3
I
e = 0, x
0
(e) = o, -r i6 9 < 0.
a) D 2 (x11 (t), x21 .t ) = o , t>" o
b) D 2 (x12 (t), x22 .t ) = , t>, o.
X(t)=A 1 x(t)+A2y(t-r)+f(t)
y(t) - A3x(t) - A4y(t-r) - g(t) =0
n
where f, g are continuous functions from [0, -0) to E . With
D, L defined as in (2 .2), system (2 .5) is a special case of
the N F D E
(2.6)
	
ct
{D (wt)-G(t)}- L(wt)+F(t)
where w = col (x (t ), y ), w _ ¢ col (a, ^~ )E Enx C= , -
t t o
G = col(0,g)EEnxn$ F = col(f, O)EEnxn	a done obtains the
system (2 .5) from (2 .6) by requiring that D2 (a,y)= g(0) .
As in Section 1, if we extend the definition of -
T(t) to En x (C + ( X_ ) ) de Y, then the general solution of. -
(2 .6) is given by the variation of constants formula
(2 .7)
t
w
t
- X
o
G(t) = T(t«- X
0
G(0),+ f T(t-s)X
0
F(s)ds -
0
t
-f [ds T(t-s) X0]G(s) .
o
This last formula suggests the change of variables
wt-
X0 G(t) = zt s
J- X0G(O) =5, 1
from'En x C to Y. If this is done, formula (24) becomes
t L
(2 .8) zt T(t) +f T(t-s) X0F(s)ds- f [ds T(t-s)X0]G(s~ t>,0.
One can give an explicit decomposition of (2 .8) by
using the adjoint equation to (2 .3) . For this, we write - -
(2 .3) in the form
d
át
~H w(t) - Mw(t-r))= Nw(t) +P w(t-r), w0=JEEnx C
which is equivalent to
(2 .9) dt
{w(t)-Mw (t-r)}= Ñw(t)+Pw(t-r)
lince H- 1M=M and where H 1N=N, H 1P=P.
We define the adjoint equation to (2 .9) as
(2 .10)
dt
jv(t)-v.(t+r) M}= -v(t) Ñ-v(t+r) P, vO=t<GEnXC~
In the lame way, we may write (2 .6) in the form
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(2 .11)
	
dt
{w(t)-Mw(t-r)-H 1G(t)}= Nw(t)+Pw(t-r)+H 1 F(t)
Using the same arguments as in [7,13), it is - --
easily shown that if the eigenvalues of A4 have moduli less
than 1 and Enx C is -decomposed by /t= I% : det,&(a) = 0 , Rein>.0
as P e Q then equation (2 .8) is equivalent to
(2 .12)
t -
a) zt= T(t) P + fO T(t-s) Xó H 1 F(s) ds -
-ft[d T(t-s) XP] H 1 G(s)0 s 0
t
b) zQ=T(t)3 Q +f	T(t-s)XóH1 F(s) ds
t
-f [d s T(t-s) Xo]H_1 G(s)0
where JS = 4 - Xo
G(0), 4 = o t t t
if zt = í u(t ), where is a basis for P and T(t) ~ _ eBt, -
the spectrum of B is 11., then u satisf¡es the equation
(2 .13) ü(t)=Bu (t)+^1(0) H 1F(t)+B i(0) H 1 G(t), -oo4tcoo
where IP is a basis for the initial values of those solu- -
tions of (2 .10) of the form p(t)e- ~ t , p a polynomial,IEA.
If 9- is the Banach space of continuous and -
T-periodic functions with norm 1 f = sup 1 (f (t )j , tE[0, T]}, -
then one can state the theorem on the Fredholm alternative
for periodic solutions as :
Theorem 2.1,03] If the eigenvalues of A4 have moduli less
than 1 and f, gE -9, then system (2 .5) has a solution in
if and only if
(2 .14)
f0
v(t)H. 1 F(s)ds- fjdv (t)]H 1 G(s)=0.
for al .] . T-periodic solutions v of the adjoint equation
(2 .10) .
T-periodic solutions of the adjoint equation, formula (2 .14)
can be written as
,. T
0
or
	
1 ,.T eg(t-s)~.,T,(0) H1F(s)+B-í(0) H 1 G(s)] ds = 0.
T o
Since ^f(s) = e
Bst(0) and ^P is a basis for the
,.T
e- Bs_Y
r, (0) H 1 F (s) d.- T (d. Bs -P(0)]H 1 G(s) _~
0
e Bsi"8 (0) ú-' F(s)+ B-?(0) H 1 G(s)] ds = 0
Thus, equation (2 .14) defines a continuous projection opera
to r J : -9 --> 9 , given by
J ( - í(0) Ii 1 F+B'j(0) H -1 G) (t)dc J (F, G) _
= 1 J
T eB(t-s) y -1 -1T o [ -¡(0) H F(s) + Bí(0) H G(s)1 ds,
and system (2 .5) has a solution in ~ if and only if
J (F, G)=0 .
Furthermore, there is a continuous linear operator
K(I-J) : 9
T - -T
such that K(I - J)(F, G) is the unique solution of (2 .5) -
which satisf¡es J K(I -J) (F, G) = 0. The unique solution -
zt of (2.8) in T is
The operator K(I - J) is given by
K(I- J)(F,J) =
zt
- e Bta =
ztP-
eBt a + ztQ =
70
n
zt = í eBt a + K(I-J)(F,G), aEE .
where u" (t) and zt9 are the unique solutions of (2 .13) and
(2 .12 a) in
	
9.
3. Critical case for the periodic system with a smamall pa-
rameter
Consider the nonlinear systems
X(t)=A1 x(t) +A2 y(t-r) + f (t, x(tj yt, £ )
y(t) -A3 x(t)-A4 y(t-r) - y(t, x(t1 yt,£)=0
where f, g are continuous in all their arguments and T-pe
riodic in t and, £ is a small real parameter. With D, L defi
ned as before, system (3 .1) is a special case of the nonli
near N F D E
(3 " 2) dt (D(wt)-G(t, wt'£»_ L(wt)+F(t, wt,¿)
where wt = col (x (t ), yt ), w0 = + = col (a, ^I' )E Enx C, -
G=col(0, g)EE
nxn'
F=co1(f,0)EEnxn and one obtains
system (3 .1) from (3.2) by requiring that D 2 (a,-t)= g(0,a,,Y,£)
The solution of (3 .2) is given by the variation of constants
formula
(3.3) wt	Xo G(t,wt, FE) =T(t)[f-X0G(O,4,¿)] +
If we l et
t
+f T(t-s) XF(s,w,£)ds -
0
0 s
t
-f (ds T(t-s) X01G(s, ws0
zt = wt -
	
X0G(t, wt , E) , 1 = _xo G (0,'4 , E) ,
then we have defined the transformation h : En x C -> Y, -
h(+ ) = 3 , which is a homeomorphim (see [8, 10] ), If this
is done, formula (3 .3) becomes
t
(3 .4) zt = T(t)5 + f T (t- s)X0 F(s, h1 (zs ), E) ds
0
t
-f0 [ds
T(t-s) X
o
]G(s,h 1 (z s),E) .
Suppose D is stable. If .n. = f X : det AM = 0, Re X= 0},
then j\. is a finite set ánd the space E
n
x C can be decomposed
byA as P % Q . As in Section 2, equation (3 .4) can be split
as (2 .8) . Then(3 .4) is equivalent to
zt 1 u(t) -'.' zQ
(3 .S) i~(t)=Bu(t)+"b(0)H
1
F(t,h
1
(zt),e)+Bt(0)H
1G(t,h
1
(zt ),E)
zQ=T(t) j Q +f	T(t-s)X0H
_
IF(s,h
1
(zs),F)ds -0
t
-f 1ds T(t-s) X ]H 1 G(s,h_1 (Z ),F-),0 o s
where zt = z
P
t
+ z
Q
t, zPt
= u(t) and B is an n x n matrix
whose spectrum isA . We assume that the eigenvalues of B
are integral multiples of 2Tti/T and that B is diagonaliza
bl e.
We are going to give conditions under which (3 .1)
has T-periodic solutions which are closed tb T-periodic so-
lutions of its linear part . tae will do this for equation -
(3 .2) and as D 2 (,~ ) =D 2 ( ) - g(0, ~, E) = 0, since equation -
(3-1) is satisfied, then we will have done it for system -
(3-1)-
IJe will assume that f, g in system (3 .1) fulfill
the following conditions:
i) f (t, 0, 0)=0
ü) If(ts~1~
	
'2'£)"<I(IEI,T ) Ii1 - ¡2I
for t in [0, oo), I f1 ( , I+2I<Cr and 1( 1, (r) is a continuous -
non-decreasing function for 5 >O, Q'>,0, ~(0,0) = 0, and the
same conditions for g . For equation (3 .4) we obtain the fo
llowing
Lemma 3 .1 . For any oc> 0, there is an F- > 0 such that for
o
any aEE
n
, ale o( , (£1 -< £o , there is a unique function
zt = zt(a, £ ) which satisfies
zt= ~eBt a+K(I-J) [=(0) H 1F(t,h 1 (zt), £)+
(3 .6)
+ Bí(0)H 1c(t,h1 (zt), £ )]
where K,J are defined as- the and of Section 2 . Furthermo-
re zt (a, £) is continuous in (a, £) .
Proof . Let p be a positive number
¡al p~ . Por any j>0, define
{ztE T : Jrzt
such that l leBt all ¡3 for
and the operator -57:Y(Y) - Y- by
+ B'1(0) H1c(t,h-1 (zt ), F-) )
-91-zt=
í eBt
a+K(I-J)(l(0) H 1 F(t,h-1 (zt ), 6) +
for ztEY(V) . If zt(a, E) is a fixed point ofS' in Y(V)
then zt(a,E) is a solution of (3 .6) . Since h is a home_o
morphism there is a constant k l	su hthat 1 h-1 (zt )~ : k1 Izt i
and lince F satisfies conditions i), ii),
1 F (t,
	
h_' (zt ),«<1F (t, h 1(zt),E)-F(t,0,E)l+1 F(t,0,e)~
<~(IEI,~) k 1 Iztl+k2 (IEI)<~(IEI, F ) k1~+k2(IEI)
where k2 (0) = 0 and the lame for G, Since K(I-J) is a conti
nuous linear operator, we get
1_9rzt 1:p+k3 { jj(0)H
11
(.1Í1b1,T)k 11+k2 (IEI))+1Bj(0)H 1 1(-l(IEI,T)k 11+
+ k2 (IEI))) = ~ + k4(j(IEI, T) k 1 Íj+k2 (IEI)} .
Now choose
E0 0
, Q' positive and so small that
k4 [~~( Eo , ro) k1 g + k2 ( 60 ) < l--
For this choice of £ , r and Since J ( }z Bt
0 o t ) _ e
a, one
easily shows that }: .~ ()( ) So(~ ) and is a uniform con-
traction with respect to a, E. for la¡ S ct , 0 !Sl E l < E.O
The continuity property of zt(a, E) is a consequence of -
the uniform contraction principle a
Theorem 3el e I£ there are a, E with lal<o(, 0 <IEI < Eo, and
the solution zt(a,~) of (3e6) satisf¡es
(307) J( .^Y(0) H-' F( . , h_' (z; (a,E )) , E) +
then zx (a, E ) is a T-periodic solution of (3 .2), Converse-t
ly, any T-periodic solution of (3a2) in Y('() is a solution
of (3 .6) and (3 .7) .
74
+ Bi(0)H 1G(',
h-1 (z; (a,E)),E)1 = 0,
Proof o The first part of the theorem is obvious, and the
second follows grom the fact that any solution of (302) must
satisfy (3 .6) and (3 .7) . The uniqueness of the solution in
.V(V) implies the result .
is equivalent to
(3 .9)
Equation (3 .7) is equivalent to
I
T
(3 .8 )
	
o e
_Bt 1 -f(o )x-l F(t, h-l (Zt (a, E) ) +
+ B'í(O)H 1 G(t,li- ~ (zt(a, E )), E )~dt = 0.
Equations (3 .7) or (3 .8) are called the bifurcation equa--
tions of (3 .2) and can be determined approximately by succe
sive approximations since 5' is a contraction operator.
As le
Bt
¡(0) = T(-t)§ `t(o) =T(:t)XO=Xp(-t), -
where X is the fundamental matrix solution of (3.2) (this
notation is justified in Henry[12]), equation (3 .8) is equi
valent to
fT Xp (-t) H 1 F (t, wt (a, E ), E) dt
0
T
-I [dt Xp (-t)] H
l
G(t, wt (a, E ), E ) dt = 0
0
which, taking into account that F = col (f, 0) , G = col (0,g),
T
I0 Xp l (-t) ú_1 f (t, wt
(a, E ), E) dt +
+f
TÑ12-t) H l g(t,wt(a,
E ), E) dt = 0
0
T
f X2 1 (-t) H l f (t, wt (a, E) dt +
+fTX22(-t)H lg(t,wt (a,E),FE) dt =00
Equations (3 .9) are the bifurcation equations of (3 .1) .
If the function z* (a, £ ) in Lemma 3 .1
	
is differentiable -
t
with respect to a, we can apply the implicit function theo
rem to (3 .9) to have a = a(6 ) .
g = £ g, where f (t, g(t, )
ble in ~ and we define
In particular, i£ f = F-F .,
are continuosly differentia
(3..10) F 1 (a, E ) = f T X11 (-t) H 1 f (t9 wt (a, F.)
) dt +
o
T
X
12
Fi 1 g (t, w* (a, E ) ) dt = 0
0
F2 (a, E. ) = ,jT X21 (-t ) H 1 f (t, wt (a, E) ) dt +
o
T 1
+ f0 X22 H g(t, wt ( a, b) dt = 0
1
then, we have the following theorem for the first approxi-
mation
Theorem 3.2. Let f, g satisfy the aboyé conditions. If -
there is an ao , I í eBtao 1 4 T ,
such that
Ó(F,F) l
(3 .11) F1(a0, 0)=0, F2 (ao, 0)=0, det 1
2
(a0 , 0)
J
9E 0
áa
then there is an E.7 0 such that system'(3 .1) has a T-perioo -
dic solution wt(a
0 ,
E ) , 01IE) < E0 , continuous in 6: and
Bt
wt (a0 ,
0 ) _ e a0 .
Proof . The hypothesis (3 .11) and the implicit function theo
rem imply there is an fio>
0, such that equations (3 .10) ha-
ve a solution a'(E),1 a(6)1-<a, 0-IEI<¿0. Theorem 3 .1 . -
implies the essertions of the theorem.
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